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Abstract
Prior works in criminology have studied victims’ privacy protection in extreme cases such as rape, but little is known
about victims’ privacy concerns and experiences in less severe incidents. Also, there is a dearth of study on privacy
issues in crowdsourcing-based reporting systems. In this
paper, we reported a case study with LiveSafe which is a
popular crowdsourcing-based safety reporting system. We
presented our initial interview results on several student victims’ privacy concerns and experiences; we also discussed
how to protect victim privacy, and the special challenges to
achieve it. To the best of our knowledge, our work is pioneering in this research field.
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Introduction
People who have been crime victims are a vulnerable group.
Privacy protection for this group has been discussed in extreme situations, such as rape, under the purview of victims’
constitutional privacy rights [1], and the conflicts between

such rights and some constraints, for example, the freedom of the press to disclose victims’ identity [2] or mandatory HIV testing under certain conditions [9]. In less severe
incidents, however, victims’ privacy concerns and protection have not been extensively studied. In addition, prior
research suggests that crowdsourcing-based safety reporting systems could alleviate certain privacy concerns, e.g.,
identity disclosure, [5], but there is still a lack of empirical
data from the victims’ perspective.
Inclusive privacy and security are important for victims because privacy concerns may deter them from using the reporting application, or discourage their reporting intention,
and leave them long-term psychological shadow for reporting behavior. In our study, we found that even in less severe
contexts, such as harassment and burglary, some victims
were still concerned about their privacy for various reasons.
In a broad context, victims using a mobile crowdsourcing
system for reporting can be seen as “crowd members”
whose privacy could be at stake due to deliberate data triangulation (e.g., [6]). As regards LiveSafe, it uses Google
Maps, which may be linked to a user’s Google account, and
it can be signed into with a user’s Facebook account, which
potentially could be used to de-anonymize a user.

LiveSafe App
LiveSafe is a crowdsourcing-based public safety reporting
application that has been adopted and promulgated widely
at U.S. universities and communities [4]. The major reporting functions include: (1) “Report Tips,” which include 11
types of non-emergency incident types, e.g., alcohol/drug,
and each offers choices to add picture, audio, and video
files to reports, either anonymously or non-anonymously;
and (2) “Emergency Options,” which have the options to
call 911, call or message the Department of Public Safety
(DPS) on campus. LiveSafe also has other social features

such as “Safety Map,” which provides the location information for nearby safety or health facilities on Google Maps,
and “Safe Walk,” which allows users’ friends to watch them
walk, e.g., in remote areas; or let the user to watch a friend
walk. LiveSafe’s privacy policy acknowledges that the app
may collect sensitive information upon the user’s consent,
such as the contact list, current health status, potential
criminal activity, and social or ethnic origin. The app could
obtain information from other sources, e.g., Facebook, if the
user chooses to sign up with their Facebook account [7]. A
screenshot of its main functions can be seen in Figure 1.

Victim Privacy Concerns
From March 2017 to April 2017, we conducted a round of
interviews for this study with 15 participants at our university to probe their perception and usage of LiveSafe. Nine
were victims of different crimes and most of the crimes
were not severe cases such as rape. Our study has been
approved by the IRB department in our university.
Concern about Tracking
One victim had heard her friend’s story of being stalked
online and offline; after her experience in a harassment
incident, she became more alert about being tracked by
the harasser: “So after this experience [harassment] I have
a very high concern that the man can use Facebook and
search where I am and where I go, I’m afraid I am really
targeted and he started to do something really deep and
horrible to me, so I do have that concern so that’s why I
didn’t post it onto like Facebook or say something about it”
(V1, Female, Harassment).
This victim was worried about being stalked or retaliated by
the harasser because social media like Facebook has become so prevalent and traceable to people’s lives and trajectories, so in the end, she chose not to reveal her incident

Figure 1: Screenshot of LiveSafe’s Main Fuctions

on Facebook or tell it to her friends.
Concern about Officer’s Responsibility
Another victim in a burglary was hesitant to disclose his
identity until he could ascertain the responding officer is responsible and trustworthy: “I would like to be anonymous
first until the officer who is responsible for this and who
wants to talk with me about the further details, and then I
will definitely provide my name or any address” (V2, Male,
Burglary).
In this case, the victim preferred anonymity until he could
ascertain that the officer was responsible and would reliably
deal with the incident. It emphasizes the importance of mutual trust between the victim and the police or DPS officer in
charge.

Concern about Individual and Organization’s Reputation
Another female victim was in a more severe case involving
sexual assault. Using the third person tone, she told us her
understanding of anonymity as it relates to victims in a sexual assault case: “Wanting to be anonymous is like victims
of assault or something where they feel embarrassed or
ashamed and they need help and they want justice in a certain situation and don’t know how to get it, or if there’s an
association with a bigger organization and it’s bigger than
the person” (V10, Female, Sexual assault).
She explained that her concern about remaining anonymous is related to individual embarrassment and shame
that may follow an assault. What she meant by “bigger organization” is that some reporting, if done non-anonymously,
could tarnish the reputation of an organization that the victim belongs to (in her case, it was the “Greek Life Sorority”).

Hence, in her mind, privacy concerns are not merely about
an individual’s interest, but also associated with an organization’s reputation that is “bigger than the person.”

ness of disclosure should be respected as the boundary for
data collection; and collected information from the victim
should have limited retention.

Concern about Exploitation and Shame
The same victim also shared with us her view as a witness
on the scene, about taking photo/video of a victim: “I would
hate for someone to take a video of me in that condition
[being drunk], so that’s why I was more concerned with getting her help immediately and getting her [her intoxicated
friend] in private behind doors...for me there are many people that I still do not tell about my sexual assault just because it is a big shame for women, being intoxicated in public and being a victim of sexual assault...I would feel so exploited and so self-conscious if somebody took a video of
me drunk” (V10, Female, Sexual assault).

Second, unlinkability should be applied to the extent that
a user who is a victim of a crime could not be easily deanonymized. Unlinkability means that a user can use multiple resources or services without other people being able
to link these usages together [8]. To protect victim privacy,
we propose that a trade-off should be evaluated between
linking and un-linking to a user’s different accounts. For example, linking the app to a user’s Facebook account could
facilitate sign-up process but also increase the probability of
de-anonymization and tracking which as our participant V1
said, would be a strong privacy concern.

As a former victim of sexual assault, she showed her empathy and care for her friend’s privacy, even though her friend
was not in a severe incident. Echoing her own experience
above, she implied that her privacy consciousness was not
only about the information collection and revelation, but also
about the exploitation and shame for being a female victim.

Victim Privacy Protection
We propose several strategies to protect victim’s privacy
and also discuss some special challenges to achieve it.
Privacy Protection beyond Anonymity
First, data minimization, so long as it is not at the expense
of losing essential details for investigation, should be applied. Data minimization means that the possibility of collecting data, the boundaries of collecting behavior, and the
retention of the collected data should be minimized [8]. We
advocate to apply this principle to protect victim privacy,
which indicates that irrelevant private information should not
be collected in certain contexts; the victim’s comfortable-

Adjusting Photo/Video Features to Report
On the technical side, we first propose that system users
should be able to adjust photo and video resolution for reporting. For example, there could be a horizontal slider in
the photo/video reporting page that enables a user, e.g.,
a witness, to adjust the resolution of the shooting image.
In sensitive cases like rape or sexual assault, the witness
could slide the bar to mosaic to blur the victim’s face or
other identifiable information to protect the victim’s privacy;
in less sensitive incident like car accident or vandalism, the
witness could slide the bar to high resolution to report more
details of the context.
Second, the reporting system, such as LiveSafe, should
apply default photo/video resolutions for different incident
types. For example, the default resolution for the sexual
assault situation could be mosaic, and for an accident or
vandalism could be high. Resolution adjustment and imageblurring techniques have been proposed and applied in
several domains to protect people’s privacy, for example,
in Google Street View [3]. We propose that similar efforts

should apply to public safety reporting to protect victim’s
privacy.
Special Challenges to Victim Privacy
As compared to conventional phone-calls, crowdsourcingbased reporting systems could introduce some special
challenges for victim privacy protection. For example, LiveSafe
can easily broadcast an incident to the multitudes. Users
not only can report to the police or DPS, but also can disseminate to their friends. The broadcasting feature is an
advantage of crowdsourcing-based reporting systems as
compared to phone-calls [10], but such broadcasting could
also compromise victim privacy since sensitive information.
For instance, in a victimization, photo/video could be taken
and disseminated in a few buttons by a crowd of witnesses
over which the victim literally has no control. In addition, a
special challenge is to balance between revealing sufficient
details for investigation and not revealing too many of the
victim’s personal details, although both sides could be legitimate in benefiting the victim, yet neither–revealing nor
withholding information–could achieve a desired outcome if
one side overwhelms the other.

Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed victim privacy with a case study
of LiveSafe and reported our pilot interviews with several
victims about their privacy concerns and experiences. We
propose that victim privacy should be better respected and
protected, and suggested several strategies to protect it.
Also, we discussed some special challenges to protect victim’s privacy.
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